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Every time a promising villain appears, Saitama beats the snot out of ’em with one punch! Can

he finally find an opponent who can go toe-to-toe with him and give his life some meaning? Or

is he doomed to a life of superpowered boredom?

From School Library JournalGr 7 Up—Saitama is a young hero who has reached his boredom

threshold. He is so powerful that he can now defeat anyone with one punch, and he doesn't

feel challenged anymore. Saitama is too strong for his own good, identifying himself as

someone who is "a hero for fun," but he's no longer able to feel the emotional satisfaction

earned by doing good deeds. Listless and unchallenged, the protagonist spends a lot of time

fighting a wide variety of outlandish opponents who ridicule him for his bad attitude and

because he's bald. The book is filled with over-the-top cartoony violence, and Murata's

illustrations exude destructive energy. Readers are less likely to see blood and more likely to

see something (or someone) blown to smithereens. In many ways, this story feels as though it

was created inside the id of a 12-year-old boy who spent too much time playing with superhero

and supervillain action figures. There isn't a lot of emotional development here, which is

appropriate for a manga titled One-Punch Man. VERDICT The story is fast-paced, humorous,

and entertaining in a way that looks and feels like an action movie.—Andrea Lipinski, New York

Public Library --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorManga creator ONE

began One-Punch Man as a webcomic, which quickly went viral, garnering over 10 million hits.

In addition to One-Punch Man, ONE writes and draws the series Mob Psycho 100 and Makai

no Ossan.A highly decorated and skilled artist best known for his work on Eyeshield 21,

Yusuke Murata won the 122nd Hop Step Award (1995) for Partner and placed second in the

51st Akatsuka Award (1998) for Samui Hanashi. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Navios, “Just DO IT. Step 1: Stop reading this.Step 2: Start to read OPM.Step 3: Amazing

art.Step 4: Comedy gold.Step 5: Realize it's so good.Step 6: Badass characters.Step 7: Cool

story development.Step 8: Intense action sequences.Step 9: Tear through 10+ volumes faster

than a crack addict.Step 10: Review eagerly while awaiting � next installment.”

Gevin Huey, “Fantastic story, comedy, and art.. I love the television series, it has perfect timing

and everything that makes these manga fantastic. What this manga offers that the anime does

not is small side stories, even more impressive artwork (like, seriously, wow), and obviously

the opportunity to delve into the story further than where the anime ends.If you haven't seen

the anime, just know that incredible artwork, impressive action, and a hero world filled with

monsters all exist primarily for the sake of comedy. The main PUNCHline is that Saitama is an

all powerful being that is dissapointed in the life of being a hero because no creature in

existence can offer him a challenge. But the story doesn't dwell on this issue and offers

Saitama situations and opportunity to overcome hurdles that raw power wouldn't be the answer

to. Also it's fun just watching Saitama interact with the characters around him and tbeir

responses. Lastly, once again, the artwork is incredible.”

Tristan A. Hayes, “Excellent Digital Edition. One-Punch Man volume was a fantastic read with

plenty of comedy and action all throughout. Though Saitama is the One Punch Man getting

everything in as little as one punch or even consecutive ones, he still has a great partner by his

side Genos who really offers us the traditional nearly perfect hero type character that would be

the lead in numerous stories. Though ONE hasnt made him that way and often makes him the

one most can relate too, Genos is still fun to have around and great. He is personally my

favorite and I am glad he remains a a part of this series. Saitama is a good lead as well and

one that gives many memorable panels with his facial expressions when things happen.Quality

wise, though this series is originally posted online in an online magazine in which Murata takes

full advantage of throwing in color pages, the Black and White version of the moments are still

articitically rendered well. He does good using great use of perspectives, blurring the text at

times even to focus on some details in the panels. One must also commend how the SFX arent

just on the same plane as the text but move in line with the action too. The redrawers had to

have done miracles to get it looking this good even as often times the words would move in line

with hose the characters flew, or be at the same angle in line with the angle of whatever action

is happening in a panel. It is a small touch but one that added a great additional layer of

submersion to the action.One-Punch Man is off to an amazing start and Viz has done well to

do nothing to inhibit the experience that Murata and One has aimed for. Getting it digitally is a

great thing and with numerous page spreads it looks quite beautiful on the kindle hd. Its a must

buy.Included bonuses is a bonus chapter of Saitama in his school days age, as well as two

bonus illustrations, and one short two or so page snowy hill story with Saitama.”

Zac Hanscom, “Packs a Hell of a Punch. One Punch Man, Vol. 1 is the beginning of a former



webcomic that went viral, getting over 10,000,000 hits. It's the story of a simple-faced

(masked?) superhero, which as a manga reader, I found rather novel. Japan tends to humanize

its heroes more than America does, which humanizes its heroes more than Mexico does. In

Scott McCloud's Understanding Comics, he draws a line between the "realistic" and the

"iconic," and One Punch Man's face is what McCloud would call iconic, along the lines of Jeff

Smith's Bone or Herge's Tin-Tin, both of which feature simple-faced characters surrounded by

detailed landscapes. If you like that style, welcome to One Punch Man.The action starts with a

battle that - predictably - ends with one punch, before going back in time three years to a

humorous escapade which ends up with the main character's first battle against a monster.

See, each chapter is called "Punch 1" or "Punch 2," and each chapter ends with him hitting a

monster or enemy and stopping it with one punch. It reminds me of my old days in karate,

where we sparred under "Ikken Hissatsu" rules, meaning, "one punch, one kill." Of course,

we'd do best two out of three, so there was a zombie angle.For a manga with such humble

origins, it has incredibly detailed artwork, most likely computer aided. I like how even the sound

effects are redrawn in English. It's a very good, very funny manga that's a pleasure to read.

The pages slip by very easily, reminiscent of One Piece. This is an excellent first issue,

although the quality does seem to wax and wane. I'm going to read future volumes. The only

question is whether I'll buy one every month or so, or buy every single one and try to power

through them at $4.49 each on Kindle. Good. ****1/2”

L, “Strongest.Cue-ball. Ever.. Loved the anime and had to get the Manga. One Punch Man is

effin' awesome. Would STRONGLY recommend watching this bad@$$ character in the anime,

if you haven't already. The animation is absolutely beautiful to watch, and the Manga does the

same within its pages. The art looks as if it will jump right off the page. And the humor is spot

on! Really fits well in the already absurd world of Saitama. A must for all  Manga/Anime fan.”

Mrkoehler, “Love the manga style set up. Pages look good. This book is in the Japanese style

of reading from the right page to the left. I like that style when it comes to manga. The pages

look nice, and the English translations is pretty decent so far”

C. A. Valentine, “Floored by One Punch Man!. Love this book. I kept hearing about this manga

and thought I'd give it a go but I wasn't expecting it to be this much fun. At its heart is a story

about a guy trying to fight some sort of challenge and purpose in his life, but all that is cloaked

in a satire of superhero and genre tropes. Santana is such a wonderfully blank character, who

is so powerful that he's not even fazed by the constant stream of outlandish and powerful

monsters he comes across; forgetting to but the garbage out on collection day is more of an

issue for him. With a lead character this powerful I thought I might get bored by him, but I'm

anxious to get to the second volume.The art is great- I like the way One Punch Man is visually

depicted too- he kind of blandly stands out amongst all the chaos.Even if you're not into manga

I would recommend this one. Lots of bonkers action and visuals along with sardonic humour.”

Randy, “Not a one hit wonder!. This slapstick Superhero Manga packs a punch and is FIVE

STARS alongside the filler free anime.The manga excels in not taking itself too seriously and is

very self aware in the silly side of the Superhero genre, the overarching story can be quite slow

but the multiple fight scenes with hilarious Villains and backstories makes it worth the read.

Some of the best art I've seen in manga and interesting characters.Definitely the funniest

Manga (and Anime) I have seen to date, I will be recommending this to my Naruto mad

friend.WOW! WOW! WOW! FIVE STARS!”



Mohammed Al Nayeem, “Astonishing artwork. Just amazing. A great introduction and set up for

Saitama's character. Saitama is a very unique character.The art is astonishing. I usually read

Manga online so I don't realise how jaw dropping the drawings are.”

Malcolm Pagett, “Great novel. I watched the TV series beforehand I wanted to see how what

the origins are like. It's a wonderful read. It takes exactly like the series. The best thing about

this is that it read from right to left. I was amazed at how easy this was for me.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Interesting Idea. This deserves 4 stars for the originality of the idea more

than anything else. A hero can defeat his enemies with a single punch.It was a fun read but I

don’t feel massively compelled to purchase any other issues.”

The book by ONE has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 3,648 people have provided feedback.
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